NAZI SECRETS in U. S. Told by TIMES MEN

(Times Reporter in Nazi Ranks.)—When Astoria storm troops lined up at Camp Siegfried, Yaphank, Long Island, John C. Mcalfe (arrow) was in uniform.

(former G-Man in Nazi Alien Group.)—James J. Mcalfe (arrow) took part with Chicago Deutscher Volksbund in German day ceremonies at Kenosha, Wis.

Swastikas precede Stars and Stripes in nazi march at Camp Nordland, near Andover, N. J.
SECRETS OF NAZI ARMY IN U.S.A.

By TIMES Men Who Joined It!
NAZI ARMY IN U.S.
Secrets Told by TIMES Men Who Joined It

By William Mueller

THE regimented tread of marching men under the flaming nazi swastika resounds from coast to coast in the United States today.

In uniforms strangely suggestive of those worn by Adolf Hitler's nazi storm troops, a relatively small but rapidly growing army is preparing for the American counterpart of "Der Tag," when it plans to seize control of the United States.

"We are not plotting a revolution," leaders tell their followers. "But we are going to be prepared to wrest control from the communist-Jews when they start their revolution. We will save America for white-Americans."

The growing menace of an organization which outwardly professes to be 100 percent American but which scorns democracy prompted the TIMES to undertake the first exhaustive investigation of American Nazis.

Three reporters worked for months, both from within and outside the Amerikaadeutscher Volksbund—German-American Bund—and its companion organization, the Deutscher Volksbund. They traveled from coast to coast and from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico to learn international secrets.

Behind the Scenes!
In the past six months, newspaper and periodicals have carried stories about Nazi activities in America. Nazi leaders have been interviewed. A few Nazi public functions have been pictured. But behind the scenes, what

Before front-pages began reporting, the TIMES had two men working backstairs—men

Who joined the Nazi storm troops. The others observed as a frequent "guest." In July, a third TIMES reporter, a former "G" man, joined the strictly alien, non-contacts, non-intrusive Nazi storm troops in Chicago.

Three young Americans, all of German extraction, have done an excellent job. Their stories will shock and amaze the nation—THE EDITORS.

I Am a U. S. Nazi Storm Trooper

(Here is John C. Metcalfe's story of his experiences as Hellmut Oberwinter, storm trooper in the U. S. nazi army.)

By JOHN C. METCALFE

Chapter 1

DRUMS roll out a thunderous echo in Turner Hall. German-American storm troopers in silver gray shirts, military belts, black trousers and overseas caps stand stiffly in attention in two lines facing each other.

Flanked by the drummers, troops carrying the American and nazi flags march to one end of the hall, forming the bottom of a U-shaped formation, with the storm troopers lined up on each side.

Into this formation march six new members, about to become full-fledged troops of the Orduagungs Dienst—the uniformed organization of the Amerikaadeutscher Volksbund. I am one of them.

I joined the organization nearly two months previously, purchased my uniform and drilled with the Antiloc L. I. troops in Turner Hall and at Camp Nordland in New Jersey and Camp Sperfried on Long Island. Leaders of the Bund apparently have checked my records and references and have decided to permit me to go through the secret initiation ceremony.

All storm troopers are organized in the meeting the night of July 22 in uniform. The nature

of the meeting has not been disclosed to any of the bluejackets. On ordinary drill nights, twice a week, troops are not required to wear uniforms.

When I arrive I find about 40 troops present. I ask several, "What are we going to do tonight?" The only answer I receive is, "You know soon enough," or "You'll find out." There is a sort of secrecy about the affairs which heightens the impressiveness of the ceremony to follow.

I AM ordered to help erect the American and German flags. In placing the standards in a corner, I notice the nazi emblem is at least six inches higher than the American flag, so that the black emblem easily clashes Old Glory.

Along with other new members I purchase an arm band for 25 cents which completes the uniform. The black arm band is bordered at the top and bottom with silver stripes and carries an insignia of the letter A on a V. The Amerikaadeutscher Volksbund has an eagle shaped designs in gold light pointing toward a small swastika. On the side of the design is the letter G, and on the

(Continued on page 9, col. 1)

CHICAGO NAZI LEADERS

Fritz Heberling (left), former storm trooper under Hitler in Germany, commands uniformed Nazis in Chicago, while Fritz Matthias leads strictly Deutscher Volksbund.
HOW TIMES Men Got On the Inside of the Bund

NAZI PRIMER OF HATE DISTRIBUTED IN AMERICA

This primer is reproduced by the TIMES to show the extent to which racial prejudice is insinuated in America with propaganda imported from Germany by the German-American Bund.

The book first was called to the attention of the TIMES July 14 in a telephone call from the Home of Books, Inc., 155 W. Madison St. A TIMES representative bought a copy for $5.00 after a German-speaking salesclerk, customer, had discovered it.

The book, "Smithed" in Germany and only one of six copies in the United States.

That night TIMES reporter James Metcalfe, who became a Bund member after attending a public meeting of the American-Deutscher Volkshand in the Hans Vaterland, 285 N. Western ave. German books and periodicals were sold at the meeting and prominent among them was the "smuggled" naz primer.

He bought a copy for 25 cents and it was there were as many available at that time as customers demanded.

The book is titled "A Picture Book For Old and Young by Rivera Black. A. H. Press" published by Home-Verlag, Nuremberg, Germany.

The poems were translated by a German expert and put into English verses by James Metcalfe.

THE DEVIL IS THE FATHER OF THE JEW

When God Almighty made this world
He thought of different races
Jews, Negroes, Chinese, Jews,
 vote all their ugly faces.

We, Germans, were another group
To whom the Lord devoted.
The Devil sends that beastly hounds
Could well have cultivated.

But, oh, the Jew! He would not do
The part that he was bidden.
For he does very near if not
The Devil's red devil.

The Devil only found him in
decaying and decaying.
So that the Talmud might record
His art of clever lying

Upon the throne on the Nile
Bend his people's fallings
And made them work by hauling bricks,
Despite their bitter wrongs.

And to the Jews first came to have
Hunch backs and crooked noses;
Dismaying creatures in their looks.
Their powerless tongues.

Then to the Devil did they turn
Their wretched, horrid faces;
He received in heaven their lives.
To take the German's places.

The Talmud is the book of Jewish rules for criminals.

This is (in the translation).

350,000?
No. 20,000

Rev. Samuel Mabuse, New York, charged in a speech in Congress that two-thirds of the membership of the German-American Bund was made up of negroes and that the Bund was an organization of negroes.

TIMES Investigator John Metcalfe, drilled twice a week with the Astrid O. Wall in Turin Hall to listen to the school session. There he was told of the Bund's activities.

During the Bund's stage at week-end performances it is reported by the various members.

The Bund is the organization of negroes and is conducted under a negro leadership.

The German-American Bund was founded in Chicago in 1932. Peter Glanzl, brother of Fritz and leader of the Am Sterzracker group, is in charge.

The Devil's uniform was more attractive than the uniform of the Bund. He said the uniform contained a picture of Hitler, which was inserted in the suit under the shirts and socks. He said the uniform was a different design from that of the other Germans.

The Devil's uniform included a Hitler-brown shirt. This shirt was a silver-gray shirt which the Bund members tie with a silver-gray tie.

The Devil's uniform included a Hitler-brown shirt. This shirt was a silver-gray shirt which the Bund members tie with a silver-gray tie.

The Devil's uniform included a Hitler-brown shirt. This shirt was a silver-gray shirt which the Bund members tie with a silver-gray tie.
Nazi Salute Here Like in Berlin

YOUTH AND AGE.—This girl upraises her hand in nazi salute during German torch light parade in Chicago. The man, with folded arms, typifies majority of Germans in U. S., interested in "the old country" but uninterested in nazi movement in their adopted land.

IS THIS THE SALUTE TO OLD GLORY?—It's not what Americans are accustomed to, yet it's given as America-deutscher Volksbund celebrates in Harms park, Chicago.

NAZI SALUTE FOR AMERICAN LEGION.—Milwaukee Legionnaires were greeted thus in 1934 visit to Berlin. They need not leave U. S. to receive same salute today.
Nazis Drill! and When the Trouble Comes—

(Continued from page 1)

tion was open to more criticism from peace-loving Americans than the semi-military garb. Many of the troops, however, have not succeeded in the drill. Some of the drill, apparently, was not concerned with criticism and retains the boots.

American armed forces discipline is as strict as that of the old Prus- sian school. Each member must obey without question any and all com- mands of his superior officers.

Ready for "Trouble!"

Again and again at drill meetings, and lecture sessions members are told they must be ready for "any emergency." They must study and learn the duties of a Patriot, since all members of the presently-com- posed compact group of G. I. J's expect to be Farriers in their own right when the trouble comes.

Many of the Farriers of local posts are former German army offi- cers. In the ranks are expert mus- keting-machines, aviation and infiltration, some of whom wear on their shirts Iron Crosses awarded for bravery in the World War.

The Americans Hitler— the na- tional Farriers of the American Farrier-Volkshub— is Fritz Kuhn, about 45, who left his position as chemical engineer for the Ford Mo- tor Co. in Chicago and went over- direction of the Bund at an undisclosed salary.

Kuhn is a well-built, square-jawed aggressive Aryan, more than 6 feet tall and weighing more than 200 pounds. When he stands erect in a room, three inches of his gray officer's coat, his presence is not, as veteran officers say, "a friendly." Kuhn is known as "a man of iron."

Kuhn is a hard worker and spends much of his time reading and writing, except for the time he spends in meetings and lecture sessions. He is a strict disciplinarian and expects his members to be strict disciplinarians.

Signature of Fritz Kuhn, Nazi father in U.S. is in Times re- porter's Bund membership book.

Note paid dues stamps.

troops, issuing orders or making a picking speech, but he can rustle, laugh and drink beer with his fel- low members in the "Germantown.

Named "UnAmerican!"

Kuhn took office after the 1938 convention of the organization, held in Buffalo. He is a member of the Board of Directors and a leader of the Friends of New Ger- many. He was elected National Farrier of the group in March, 1936. Several months later he obtained a position as an office boy for a Ford Motor Co. so that he could devote all of his time to the Bund.

National headquarters of the Bund, which was formed in 1932, is in New York City. It is located in a three-story building.

The Bund's chief propaganda or- gan is the weekly newspaper, the Deutscher Werkhof, published in three editions, which are edited in New York and printed in Philadelphia. Two Additional, New York and Baltimore, are distributed in the east; the third, the Chi- cago Deutscher Werkhof, 2343 N. Western Ave. in Chicago, is distributed in the West.

The California Werkhof, published in Los Angeles, for the western district, has not been issued for several months, but it is designed to reach the city in the fall.

The Werkhof is printing more and more columns in English in an at- tempt to enlist non-German readers in the fight against "unpatriotic and subversive work of the reds in our own America." The policies and language of the Werkhof follow closely those of the Bund's published press of Germany.

The Present Posts

Present posts of the rapidly ex- panding organization by districts:


Middletown—Chicago, Ill.; Cincin- nati, 0.; Cleveland, O.; Dayton, O.

O-G HANDBAGS for AUTUMN
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NOTE ANY RESEMBLANCE? Polyvaks From New York to California, members of Amerika deutscher Volkshub, remarked about facial similarity of nazi farrier and TIMES reporter.

Fuehrer Adolf Hitler

John C. Metcalfe

Day end-at the Billmore Restaurant in New York City, the Fuehrer's term was extended to four years and Kuhn was re-elected "unanimously."

He had told intimates he would not take the position unless he re- ceived 90 percent of the vote. But there was no question of his re- election: They liked him for that, and most of them did.

Leader for the middlewest— in George Frohboeck, smailer of the sub-farriers and partly paid. He is about 40, his address is 3232 N. 2d St., Milwaukee, WIs.

The western leader, Hermann Schein, might pass for a suspension- movie star in his home city of Los Angeles, where he operates an in- surance agency. He is in his early 30's, has dark, wavy hair and a trim, little mustache. His address is in the Deutscher Haus, 634 W. 15th
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Early Pre-Bund Leader Fled U. S. Warrant

(Continued from page 9)

The New Testament Anti-Nazi League
on Sunday, July 18.

Others are Camp Siegfried, New York; CAMP BENGHAZI, Crevillo, Pgh.; Camp Eldorado, Dele-
ton, Mich.; Camp Graf, Oldsmar, Fla.; Camp Grant, Wau-
ne, Deutshebende, Central Park, N.Y.; Camp Deutsch-

The camps are laid out with ample space for athletic grounds and drill fields, designed as athletic fields. The broad expanse of drill field at Camp Bensinger, where many of the Fuehrers and Hitler are held, was used by a U.S. Army training during World War days.

Experiencing of the Bund was the Teutonia society, organized in Chi-
icago in 1934 by Fritz Kuhn, a chief of the Bund in this city, and the German cultural society, which anti-Jewish and anti-Negro and as early as 1932 harassed a Watts school.

Fled from Warrant

After Hitler seized power in 1933, the Teutonia Society became the "Friends of New Germany." Fritz Kuhn, its first leader, fled Germany in the face of a federal warrant. In 1935 he was recognized by the United States as an ac-
ccredited agent of a foreign govern-
ment without registering his office or the state department as provided in the Espionage Act.

Fritz Kuhn took over the local pro-
-Nazi organization here. His office is
at 21 W. Jackson.

Kuhn's regime was shortlived. He
decided to flee the country, and himself was credited with issuing an or-
der that membership in the Peaque
to our readers, regardless of the
time, we believe that the German-American youth movement is a potent force for good in the world. We are happy to be able to present this article and information about the German-American cultural activities in the country.

But Door Is Left Ajar

The new constitution of the Bund lists 200,000 members, and the American Citizens League is now up to 100,000 members, and the Bund has been limited to 10,000 members. The Bund is now listed as the most powerful organization in the country.

The aggressive campaign of the American Bund is not just against Jews and new affiliated antisemitic organizations. The Bund has been limited to alliances with all American citizens in this country.
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I Am a U. S. Nazi Storm Trooper

(Continued from page 3)
I Am a Storm Trooper in U. S. Nazi Army

(Continued from page 5)

song of drinking beer and singing Hitler storm troop songs. Most of the songs are hymns of hate against Jews. Verse No. 2 of the Storm Troop Fight Song is in English: "For liberty and truth we fight. With words and deeds and song. For beauty and human right. We stand and not for winning. All true friends of New Germany."

And the work pride we see,
Are Friends of Peace, will
always be.

Фriends of the U. S. A.

A German Boy Boy from East Berlin, now living in "a mushroom-like" session that follows the initiation ceremony. He is dressed in light brown uniform with dark brown band around his neck and a crimson swastika armband. At a previous "school" session for the Astoria D. T. Purer Schwarzmann read from a book of G. D. regulations about duties of a foster.

"I am reading this to you," he explains, "not as much because you want to know what my duties are but because someday all of you may be Puthers of your own groups.

What They Want to Do

Nazi Germany's "program" for German-Americans is re-
volved in an editorial in the National Socialist German- American party, organ of the newly formed and organized united party, as reported in the November 18th edition of Der Stürmer. The Stürmer says: "We desire to bring back Ger-

many's influence in the United States to its racial unity and common fate of all Germans. To this end the "National Socialist movement" of American German extran-

gers is necessary in accord with the model furnished by the old homeland. The idea is to bring together the best of the German-American influence that can be gathered, and politically reactivated, shall be driven to the balance under our leadership for the coming struggle with communism and Jews and for the Americanization of the Americanization of America." If you work hard and come to understand the problems before us: "Every storm trooper should look forward to the day when he may become a Putterer himself. He must know how to handle people. He must understand people: he must just be able to come to a decision."

"I tell you that exactly what happened in Germany some years ago is happening now in this country. The Jews are grabbing control of everything they can get their hands on. This is precisely what took place in Ger-

many. Finally the people rose up in resentment. This will happen here—it is inevitable. When that day comes and it is not far off, we must be prepared to fight for the right kind of govern-

ment. We must win the race, the good people to the side."

New Shampoo Brings New Sparkle to "Summer-Dulled" Hair

Not a Soap—Not an Oil

A single washing removes gummy, unrinseable

film; leaves hair soft, radiant, ideally conditioned for permanent waves.

It is no wonder women everywhere are saying about an amazing new liquid known as "The New Shampoo" that it is "wonderfully wonderful."

It is known as "The New Shampoo," but every- one knows it's not a shampoo at all. It isn't even a liquid. It's a soft, fluffy, film so completely that the hair is perfectly prepared for a per-

manent. A single washing and beauty doubling deposit, caused by amounted heat, are-

morially removed. Gone is the sticky, gummy film caused by excess perma-

nent set hair. Gone is the dead, dull

look. Gone is that unattractive, layer-

down appearance! Gone is every sign of stiffness.

Hair is left soft, silky smooth, gleaming with dazzling highlights. Look at the girl above. See what a difference it makes when you use this amazing shampoos, which is not a soap—or not an oil. It's called "The New Shampoo." It's amazing.

You simply set your hair, pour on a thin coating of the liquid and allow it to dry. Then simply rinse with clear water; or you may use a special rinse. This is a wonder product; a true beauty aid for the modern woman. And, if you have had a single washing, you may wash your hair again. There is no fear of damage. In fact, it's better than soap. For it leaves your hair soft, silky and gleaming. It will not affect the permanents. You will love it. It will be the secret of your success. It is a beauty aid for the modern woman. And, it is a beauty aid for the modern woman. And, it is a beauty aid for the modern woman.
THIS IS GERMANY

But Nazi Saluted Swastika Are in America, Too!

NEW YORK
-Nazi salute in America. Right arms extended, palms down, men in uniform take oath of allegiance to Fritz Kuhn, der Fuhrer of German-American bund, at Camp Siegfried on Long Island.

TOMORROW MORE STARTLING FACTS, PICTURES

ILLINOIS
-Only German-born who have no intention of becoming naturalized American citizens are eligible to march with this Deutscher Volksbund band, led by Karl Bahs. This strictly alien group makes its appearance at Soldier Field on the Chicago lakefront. during the Chariter Jubilee celebration.

PENNSYLVANIA
-Stars and Stripes unfurled from same flag as Nazi flag at headquarters of Camp Deutscher, Croydon.

CALIFORNIA
-Picturesque in Mexican motif, the grape Vine cafe is volksbund headquarters at San Gabriel.

MICHIGAN
-Camp Kievanene, near Pontiac, attracts bund members on weekends.

MISSOURI
-Over protest of majority of units in newly organized St. Louis Federation of German Societies, American Deutscher Volksbund displays Nazi swastika at picnic and festival in Gray's Grove.

OHIO
-Through this gate pass bund members to get to Deutsche Zentrale camp near Cleveland. It is popular rendezvous.